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Abstract. Highly customized products have led to an irreproducible complexity
in product development and order processing process. Today’s product design
and IT-tools reduce this complexity insufficiently and potentials in administration and manufacturing are not fully lapped. The approach presented in this paper starts the development of a product structure at the manufacturing environment. The aim is to develop a product structure for rotational products that is
adapted for manufacturing processes and therefore enabling a cost-effective
production. As a result, companies are able to provide their customers with individual product solutions using standardized processes. This enables a technological and production-related flexibility to fulfill growing needs of global markets.
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1

Introduction

Engineering, process planning and mechanical manufacturing of single and small
series manufacturer are facing a high variance of products, labile batch sizes and customer requirements today. Especially companies in the machinery and plant engineering industry producing powertrain and transmission technology are faced with highly
individual customer requirements within rotational symmetric products. The companies challenge is to develop competitive products at cost-effective conditions based on
existing production processes and products. The aim of this paper is to present an
approach, which identifies constituent process features in manufacturing and matches
it to the product features. These constituent process features are derived from critical
process characteristics. Combined with the constituent product features they are used
to establish product development guidelines. The solution is a basis for realizing a
cost-effective product design and stable manufacturing.
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2

Complexity and interface problems in order fulfillment and
product development process

2.1

Technical challenge due to product complexity

Structural marginally different individual product components - with up to 1000
variations - lead to a high product and process diversity, causing huge fluctuations at
the assignment of operation facilities. Figure 1 shows the analysis of process variance
regarding the processing time. WZL (Werkzeugmaschinenlabor – Laboratory for
Machine Tools and Production Engineering) Industry cases show companies which
have more than 90.000 components and over 35.000 products in their portfolio [1].
Even if there are similarities at the product components, cost savings within the product development process and a cost-effective order processing process is not realized.
The technical challenge is that due to the complexity and the lack of an evaluation
engineers do not have the possibility to systematically chose a more cost-effective and
production-oriented constructive solution. The expense and cost influence of the proImage
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2.2

Interfaces and semantic problems in product development and order
processing process as research question

In the order processing product engineers, process engineers and manufacturer
have different information and views on the product [2]. The high level of division of
labor in the industry led to a partition of planning, executing and controlling functions
and finally to a very sequential working method, which is mostly based on expert
knowledge [1]. The research challenge is about a common understanding of designing
product features and their impact on planning and manufacturing. The semantic is
actually not able to link engineers knowledge with the needs and requirements of

production engineers and manufacturer. Engineers, production engineers and manufacturer all together do not have a common understanding of the product features and
the process characteristics because it is insufficiently defined which properties fully
describe a rotational symmetric product in their single view.
2.3

Not realized potential in the product development and order processing
process

In single and small series manufacturing of machinery and plant engineering, shop
fabrication is the dominant manufacturing principle. A various number, often more
than 100 different resources, especially the mechanical fabrication such as turning,
drilling and milling, is at disposal for the product creation [3]. The increased productcomplexity and partly nominal varying product features lead to a high amount of
planning and coordinating activities within the order fulfillment process. This results
in strewing machining times and total process times within the manufacturing process. Potential analysis and valuations by the industry clarify, that a reduction of
product construction by 11%, planning duration by 30% and cutting of the processing
time in mechanical manufacturing by 60% [4], are possible saving potentials. This
potential demonstrates the industrial relevance of the addressed problem.

3

State of the art in product development and supporting the
order processing process

3.1

Deficits in existing approaches in product design

Existing product design methods start at the market needs and do not or not sufficiently consider manufacturing process needs and their influence on the product development.
 Most existing approaches stay on a very functional level in describing product
development processes. For designing more cost-effective and innovative products
mostly platform and modularity of product architecture approaches are used. Existing approaches disregard the needs of manufacturing and production processes [512].
 Market-driven approaches develop methods to design product families and architectures. Concerning market needs and the product communality these approaches
aim at profitable product platform regarding manufacturing and redesign costs.
Nevertheless these methods do not consider the impact of product features on process features. [13,14]
 The approach of technology push bases the product design on the existing technologies within a company. Generally these approaches are on a more strategic level
and do not give detailed solutions to design a product using the productiontechnical solution space. [15,16]

 Another approach integrates the different company divisions systematically in the
platform development process. This method focusses on variance sensitive manufacturing processes to derive constituent product features for the product design.
Nevertheless this method is not specific enough to state definite process features
and their influence on product design.[17,18]
3.2

Deficits in supporting engineering and development and industrial
engineering

To support the product development process and the order fulfillment process there
are a lot of IT-Tools, such as ERP-, PDM- and CAx-systems [19-21]. It can be stated
that there is a certain discharge of routine jobs through the use of current IT-support
within the order procedure process. Although single IT-solutions work fairly well,
today’s IT-support with its interface problems amplify isolated applications and a
solid structure of company’s divisions [2, 22]. Important information about product
design and its impact on the process chain in manufacturing are not sufficient presented by these tools. For example product design is supported by using CAD-systems,
which are also used to create drawings for manufacturing. Nevertheless these drawings are not synchronized with the needs of manufacturing. After all important manufacturing information is not included in CAD-systems.
3.3

Deficits of existing approaches to control the complexity within the
product development process

Existing methods of product design and IT-systems do not support the product development and order processing processes in that way, that the stated potentials (see
chapter 2.3). Critical process characteristics are not systematically detected and linked
to product features yet. The reason for that is a very large number of different process
parameters and their interaction. It is necessary to identify the main process characteristics e.g. diameter of components, machine tools, which have the greatest impact on
administrative expenses and cost-effectiveness in manufacturing. Quantifying the
influence of changing product features at the process chain in manufacturing is a perquisite to set product design guidelines for engineers.

4

Using production-technical solution space to design a product
structure

As one can see existing tools increase division’s product and process knowledge in
the product development process insufficiently. Therefore the actual challenge is not
to design another supporting tool rather than to develop an approach, which increases
a holistic understanding of the process chain. This holistic approach requires cybernetic models with emergent properties. Hence complexity in product design and order
processing process is no longer controllable; the problem has to be reduced on a com-

plexity level, where the main challenges still exist. By choosing a focus on the problem’s complexity the technical challenge (see chapter 2.1) is addressed.
The approach presented in this paper starts the development of a product structure
at the manufacturing environment. Therefore challenges in manufacturing processes
first have to be solved so they are working stable and reliable. A product structure is
the key to handling product complexity, whereas it can be treated on three levels: the
product range level, product level and component level [10]. The understanding of the
manufacturing processes and their link to product features helps to avoid complexity
within the product design and order processing process. The cost and expense influence in manufacturing of a product feature has to be considered when designing a
product. For example a variation of a product feature that causes a high cost impact
because of different processes in the production should have a rather small range of
variance [5]. This effect is called the variance sensitiveness and is a degree for the
cost impact of a process in dependency of the product feature variance. The degree of
variance sensitiveness is high if additional features lead to a high increase of process
costs [23].
The presented approach will be used for the identification and detection of these
process characteristics and their connection on the product features. The approach is
divided in the following steps:
1. A target system for the product design has to be defined. Possible target systems
can be product flexibility, increasing product economic efficiency or a higher degree of standardization.
2. A product range within an existing product program has to be chosen for the starting phase. This simplification limits the solution space and therefore reduces the
necessary complexity.
3. The process chain of the selected products in manufacturing has to be analyzed. As
a result main process chains are identified in production.
4. Within the main process chain a stable working process chain has to be selected.
This process chain has to be able to manufacture a significant part of a product
range and be insusceptible to changing process requirements due to varying products. The selected process chain is the basis for standardized manufacturing processes, which is characterized by short throughput times and leveled process times
[24].
5. The selected process chain is used to identify the product components that are produced on this selected process chain by analyzing the corresponding working
schedules.
6. A CAD-model based comparison of the selected components and the overall product components of the product program is used to determine further product components that can be produced on this process chain. The CAD-model comparison is
supported by a knowledge based classification system for product data [25].
7. The overall received products are used to identify those product features, which
make the products producible on the selected process chain. These product features
have to be directly linked to the critical process characteristics. This step creates

the connection between product and process feature which leads to the constituent
product and process features.
8. Deriving design rules for a product structure that can be manufactured on a stable
process chain.
9. Consolidation of customer and market needs and design guidelines to develop a
product structure which is based on a production-technical solution space.
Set Target System
Chose product range
Analyze process chain
Select stable process chain
Identify product components
Compare CAD-models

Identify constituent product features
and process characteristics

Derive design rules
Develop product structure
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The common understanding from engineers, production engineers and manufacturer of the dependency of product and process is the prerequisite to solve the research
challenge. The aim is to develop a product structure for rotational products that is
adapted for manufacturing processes and therefore enabling a cost-effective production. The presented method identifies product features that have a large impact on
production costs by quantifying the expenses in manufacturing processes. The developed product structure has the aim to provide a maximum of product individuality by
simultaneously standardize the manufacturing processes. After all the product development process is able to provide customized product solutions by using standardized
and stabile processes. Elements of mass production such as in-line production are
applied to the production of highly customized products. This puts companies into the
position to design cost-effective products and production. A technological and production-related flexibility is important to fulfill the growing needs of global markets
and to deal with the increased dynamic in the product development process as well as
the supply chain within the order process. By applying this concept product and process know-how is constantly available from manufacturing to engineering and development. As a result employees got a persistent view on the product development process as they can now control the complexity of product features and process characteristics.

5

Conclusions and outlook

The stated approach develops a product-structure that is aligned on the company’s
production. The technical challenge in dealing with product complexity is addressed
by focusing on a definite process chain in manufacturing. The research challenge is
addressed by the understanding of the link between process characteristics and product features. This is the basis to develop standardized processes in administration and
stabile structures in manufacturing. Within the project “Design of innovative modular
product platform and value added structures - GiBWert” (see www.gibwert.de), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), a method to
systematically link product and process data will be implemented. The aim of this
project is a constant product and process tracking system, which realizes complexity
restrictions in the product development process. A fundamental part of the research
project is to develop a method of detecting and evaluate the variance sensitivity of the
production processes.
A validation is still going on at a small business of the machinery and plant engineering that is developing technical solutions for power train and transmission technologies. Process characteristics and product features are now to identify, to classify
and to validate. Next exemplary products are used to identify their product features
such as Diameter, bore holes, construction materials and surface qualities. After that
proper process characteristics such as process times and tool insert have to be analyzed and then linked to the product features. The creation of a constituent product
feature model existing of product features and process characteristics will be the next
step.
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